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Dana fire not a drill
By Andrea Erasker
NEWS EDITOR

Dana's early morningf i r ecausedlitledamage.

photoby KatherineBordzoeU

Ex-LCA s are back
in the saddle again
By Laura Longsworth
STAFF WRITER

They're back.
All but one of the then-sophomores and
juniors who were suspended for the fall of
1990 because of their association with the
Lamda Chi Alfa fraternity have returned to
Colby. A few feel there are issues with the
administration that have remained
unresolved.
Andy Zucotti '91.5, an
ex-LCA fraternity member,
disagreed with theway the
administrationhandledthe
situation.
"It was a private thing
that got made public," he
said. 'The administration
turned it into a school-wide
forum. Other students
shouldn't have gotten
involved. People I liked
wanted me suspended."
Feelings have cooled a
bit, and many ex-LCA's
have accepted what
happened as past history.
"At the time, the
punishment
seemed
excessive, especially since other frats got
caughtand not really punished/' said Zucotti.
"Looking back it seems all right."
"In 20 years I'll look back and laugh at
this," said Jon Bartlett '91.5. "No, make that
one year."
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger was on
sabbatical at the time fhe suspensions were
made.
"[But] from what I read and learned, they
were treated fairly," she said. "Student
opinions ran high, and some wanted more
punishment. (The suspensions] seemed like a
Rood compromise."

The ex-LCA's said that students and
administrators still identify them as former
fraternity members, but animosity between
the administration and the suspended
students has cooled considerably since the
incident surfaced in the spring of 1990.
Former LCA Jim Hayes '91.5, is
disappointed withthe changes made at Colby
while he was away.
"Colby sucks, and the students are softer
than puppy shit," said Hayes, who felt that
Colby was a much friendlier place before the
— LCA's were suspended .
Although not angry with
the administration, Hayes
believed the lack of
friendliness came as a
result of the "crackdown"
atmosphere on drinking
policiesand privateparties
by the administration.
Regardless of feelings
about punishment, most
had positive experiences
during the time they were
away from Colby.
"I had a great
semester," said Zucotti. "I
travelled around Europe
with Pete Ginolfi ['91.5,
another former LCA],
something I wouldn't have done without the
little boost."
"We certainly welcome them back with
positive feelings," said Seitzinger. 'Twentythree of the twenty-four returned, and I'm
impressed by what many did while they were
away. They faced the ordeal with courage,
and turned it into a positive experience. Some
taught school, and some had jobs in banks."
Forthe most part though,the ex-fraternity
brothers ,are carrying on with college life an
usual. Some, as Hayes said, are "just waiting
to graduate." All are busy with classes, and
about half are playing football again. ?

"Colby
sucks, and
the
st udent s
are softer
than puppy
shit."

Afire in Danaaround onea.m. Wednesday
morninghad Dana residentsstanding outside
watching fire fighters until 3:30 a.m.
The fire was "totally out of the building,"
said Colby PresidentWilliam Cotter."Apiece
ofheatingtapeintheeaves,whichisdesigned
to melt snow, somehow shorted out."
Smokein thebuildingset off the fire alarm
but there was not enough heatto set off the
sprinkler system.
"I thought it was just a normal daily fire
alarm that Dana has," said D_v Tandon '93,
Head Residentof Dana."So i started to walk
down the stairwell. I heard yelling outside
and opened a windowand therewerepeople
pointing up."It wasat this point that Tandon
called Security and asked them to call the fire
department.
"Our people responded to the building
and found out where thealarm had been set
off from ihe fire panel. We checked the third
floor but couldn't see any smoke so we went
up to check the attic and did seesmoke,"said
John Frechette, acting director of Safety and
Security. 'Two officers were stopped by a
student who had seen coals on the outside of
the building." Security then alerted the
Waterville fire department and two engines

responded..
Security's role once the fire department
arrived was "primarily to assist the fire
department and on occasion,crowd control,"
said Frechette.
"Once people heard it was real they got
out pretty quick," said Tandon.
Though the fire was outside the brick on
the building, there was some damage to the
interior. Firefighters had to go through the
ceiling of the students' room that was right
below the fire to makesure that there wasno
fire in the ceiling, said Cotter.
The inhabitants of the room, Peter
DelGreco '94, and James Kaleigh '94, were
housed in the Health Center overnight.
"Well, last night when I saw the smoke
billowing out of the windows I thought
everythingwas lost,but when I saw the room
this morning, wejust havea couple of holesin
the wall and the ceiling and everythingsmells
like smoke," said Kaleigh. "Paul Johnston is
being really cool about dry cleaning and
everything."
-•"1don't know how extensive the damage
was or when the students will be able to get
back in there,"said Cotter. "I assumePhysical
Plant is workingon it."
Additional damageoccurred totheoutside
of the building. "[The firefighters] chopped
Tire continued on p a g e7

Alcohol policy j
no solution found
in wristbands
By Ryan Feeley
STAFF WRITER
Thoug h the use of wristbands to control
drinking at the Foss Toga Party on Oct. 10
passed Security's test, it received mixed
reviews from students. "Students weren't
happy with the use [of wristbands] because
nobody went [to the party]," said Director of
Student Activities Tullio Nieman.
"People didn 't seem content with
[wristbands], " said Jason Soulcs '93, student
association president.
"Ithinkfwristbandsj areeffectiveifputon
correctly, so you can't take them off," said
Sarah Pohl '94, vice-president of Mary Low
Commons. According to Pohl, if the
wristbands are not put on correctly, it is easy
for 21-ycar olds to share them with underage
students.
*
Alternative ways to control drinking are
being sought by the administration.
"[Wristbands] arc open as a possibility for
future parties,"said Nieman. Whether or not

wristbandswill beused is "up to the sponsor."
The use of a cash bar - another topic being
discussed by Stu-A -is not required at parties.
But Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger said
that a cash bar "promotes more responsible
use of alcohol."
"I think [the cash bar] is a valid way to
serve alcohol," Seitzinger said. "It's much
more similar to what happens in society than
paying in advance for unlimited alcohol."
"A separate drinking area for students of
legal drinking age has been an important
topic in the discussion of how best to enforce
the alcohol policy. "The idea of having
separated drinking was ridiculous," said
Soules. "I don't think the idea of wristbands
was given a fair chance at the [Foss] party
because so few people showed up," he said.
"I think they [wristbands] are more
effective than using a stamp," said Pohl.
Pohl would liketo seoother alternatives to
a cash bar suggested and said that future
Mary Low parties will probably not use cash
bars.Q

News Briefs j

Onlyfour students committed themselves to the program,
and the College "likes to see at least ten,"Mclntyre said. Since
the program is geared toward first-year students, "a lot said
they would have been interested in going, but they said they
,
just got [to Colby] and Wanted to stay."
Only thirty-two studentsarecurrently enrolled in German
125. Fifty-one students were enrolled in the introductory
course last year.
"We thought the news in Europe would carry interest in
German, bu t it didn 't," Mclntyre said.
Mclntyre is unsure whether the program will continue
next year, and if so, whether he will lead it.
"Both are questions at this point," he said. (C.A.)

Golby

challen ged cultur ally

A new project beginning second semester, the Colby All
Campus Cultural Challenge, will involve residence halls
"getting cultural ideas from the students to the campus," said
Robin Fort '94, Student Association cultural chair. It will
involve a "star search set-up" with a panel of judges from the
administration, faculty, and staff who will jud ge the variety
of cu ltur al presentations, including performances, papers
and lectures, (put together by the halls). A cash prize will be
awarded at the end of the semester to the residence hall with
the most innovative cultural event. (J .G.)

Cotter and
Colby commemorate
Unit ed Na tions Day

A United Nations flag is bein g flown at the state capitol in
Augusta today in honor of United Nations Day.The flag was
presented at the State House yesterday by Colby President
William Cotter.
"I've been appointed by the Governor as the state chair for
U.N. Day," said Cotter. "I don't know why. I guess I've been
around in Maine for awhile."
To celebrate U.N . Day at Colby, an interfaith .prayer
seryice-for world peace will be held tonight at 9 in Lorimer
Chapel. Participants representing all the different faiths on
campus will read selections from their sacred writings and
beliefs. (A-K.)

Law schools t o visit

campus

Law, Public Policy,International Affairs Day -Maine will
be held in the Student Center from 5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. on
Wednesday.!October 30.Representativesfrom approximately
30 institutions will display information and answer questions
on continuing education and future careers in areas of law,
public policy, and international affairs.
"It's very informal, kind of like a high school or college
fair,"said Penny Spear,administrativeassistant to the director
of career services. "It's a great time to , go and talk about
careers in these areas."
Applications, catalogs, and general information will be
available from such institutions as Boston University School
of Law, Columbia University Law School, Duke University
School of Law,and University of Michigan Law School. (L.P.)

New math honor
society

The creation of a new mathematics honor society was
passed by the faculty at their October meeting. The honor

An evening stroll •; ::;
Janice Seitzinger took an evening walk

•Colby in London: November 1
Remember that All Stud y Abroad App roval
Forms f or non-Colby Pro grams
iUld
J an uary Field Exp erience Forms
are due in the PCS Office
b y B(S<s<s imhisir t9 1992

"Nein , danke"

The Colby-in-Liibeck program has been cancelled this
year due to low enrollment,according to Associate Professor
of German James Mclntyre, who was originally scheduled to
lead to program this spring.
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society will be open to math majors within a 3.25 G .P.A., who
complete an additional research project, according to Carter
Professor and Chairman of the Mathematics Department
Keith Devlin. A minimum G.P.A. of 3.25 is required for
"distinction in the major"honors in other Colby departments/
The project will be a three credit independent study in the
advanced mathematical area of the student's choice. The
student will be required to make an hour long presentation
based on research done during the project. Thispresentation
willbe made to the math department faculty,and admittance
to the society will be granted on the basis of the presentation
and on an accompanying paper, according to Devlin. The
idea for the formation of the society came about through
student interest.
"There was a small number of students who wanted to do
something special," said Devlin. "They wanted something to
show for their work over four years." (B.S.)

Off-Campus Study Office
Deadlines for Spring 1992

Dean of Students
around campus two weeks ago in order to form her own
opinion of campus lighting. Seitzinger was accompanied on
her 8:00 p.m. walkbyJohnFrechette,acting director of Safety
and Security.
"Basically what we saw is that specifically in the areas
where there was construction this summer,around Lovejoy
and the art museum, the lights had been taken out and not
replaced,"said Seitzinger. Additionallighting problems were
found in areas where foliage conceals existing lights, such as
at the back entrance to the Health Center.
Seitzinger spoke with the Physical Plant, which has
replaced the missing lights. (A.K.)
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Chairman of the Mathematics Depar tment, Keith Devlin
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J anice Seitzinger takes a stroll.
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Busch Bar Bottles
• $10.86 per case + tax and deposit
Old Milwaukee Best
• half barrel $33.98 + tax and deposit
Molson 12 pack • Golden and Light
• $7.49 + tax and deposit
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See the Pro's At...
Head Quarters
Hair Styling
$2.00 Off All Services With Colby I.D.
Open 8am-5pm
• Redken Products •
113 Main Street, Waterville, 873-1344

President's Council
considers openin g up t o st udent s

Infirmary Protest
By Laura Pavlenko
FEATURESEDITOR

Subdued protest marked the
groundbreaking for the GarrisonFosterHealth Centerin May of 1975
as Bob Anderson, Student
A s s o c i at i on
Executive
Chairperson,
refused to take his
turn with the spade,
calling the new
health
center
unnecessary.
Anderson said he opposed the
building of a new infirmary "not
because it isunpopular,but because
it is unnecessary."
"I would not be representing
the students, or myself, if I wereto

take part [in the ceremony], said
Anderson. "A million dollars will
be spent here which could and
should be used for the more
pressing needs of the College."
Anderson's statement was
applauded for morethan30seconds
by a crowd of 300 students present
at the ceremony. The students had
received fliers a day
earlier publicizing
A n d e r s o n 's
expected protest.
Clarence
E.
college
Dore,
physician, said "the
student protest to
the new infirmary indicated that
students weresatisfied with present
health care at the college. Dore said
that this was a tribute to the Colby
medical staff who had "nothing to
work with"at the former facilities!.

By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER
At its last meetingthe Presidents'
Council, a group composed of
Colby hall presidents, leaders from
the four Commons,and the Student
Association officers, proposed that
its meetings be better publicized
around campus in order to increase
student attendance.
Advocates of the proposal said
the meetings,whichare open to the
public,should bea way for students
both to find out what their
government is doing and to voice
their opinions in an organized
manner.
"This is the place to go to find out
if the people the students elected
are doing their job," said Karen
Laidley '93, Stu-A vice president.
"So many students say they,have

no idea what the Council is, never
mind what it's doing. We need to
change that situation."
Most members of the Council
were not opposed to the idea of
well-publicized meetings. A few,
however, had reservations about
the presence of spectatorswho may
even participate in the discussion.
"I just want peopleto understand
how serious Presidents'Councilis,"
said Keith Dupuis '93, Johnson
Commons president. "We have to
get things accomplished in there.
I'd hate to feel likeI was auditioning
before an audience, and we can't
get things done if wehave to play to
one."
Suggestions on how to better
publicize meeting times, locations
and agendas ranged from placing
items in Mooseprints to having hall
presidents post announcements of
the meetings in their residence hall.
TheCouncil wasnot sureif better

publicity would increase student
turnout."It'shard to tell withColby
students," Laidley said. "But
everyone's curious about what's
going on."
Originally the Council planned
to propose that selected meetings
be open to a single hall, not to all
students. It was decided that in this
case,hallswould competewitheach
other for the more interesting
meetings.
Laidley said that in the event of a
huge turnout for a meetingon an
issue such as the alcohol policy,the
Council might choose to go into
executive session, which is closed
to non-board members,or to move
to a forum in which all students
could speak up.
"Having people there will let us
know whether it is a hot topic or
not," she said.Q

S&S contract talks on hold
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER
The union which represents
Safety and Security officers is not
close to reachingan agreementwith
the College on a new contract. Both
sides are scheduled to meet again
on November 20.
Though the two sides have met
to discuss issues six times since
Security joined the union last
December,thisisthefirst discussion
over a contract.
"The issues we're discussing
include wages, benefits, working
and supervisory conditions and job
security," said Leon Richard ,
assistantshopsteward of theunion.
Job security wasthebiggest concern
in the formation of the union, but
other concerns such as wages are
also vital to the three full-time and
six part-time officers.
Administrative Vice President
for the College Arnold Yasinski,
who oversees the talks, declined to
comment on the negotiations and
said the two sides had an agreement

not to reveal details until a contract
was reached. He said he could not
say whether this might happen at
the November discussion.
"Sometimesthesecontractstake
two or three years to iron out," he
said.
Both Richard and Jim Dickinson,
head of the union in his position as
shop steward, said they would
speak out about why the union was
fromed if the issues are not resolved
at the next meeting.
"We'll lay it all on the table, the
specific reasons why we formed a
union,if a contract is not sighed by
then,"said Richard. "WelikeColby.
Discrediting it would not help us
and would be counterproductive.
But there are some major
responsibilities out there for us injuries and fires, for instance."
"We've gotten the same wages
each year," said Dickinson.
"They'rebelowBatesand Bowdoin
and way below Middlebury."
John Frechette,asacting director
of Safety and Security, is in a
supervisory roleand is not involved
in the talks.Q

MichelleSevera nce
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Miami University

"
"" ''
Oxford, Ohio
Students sporting T-shirtswrdchread 'Tomographyis the theory,rape is the practice"protested
outside a lecturehall at the Miami Universitycampus where guesi speaker Christie Hefner, the chief
executive of ^Playboy Enterprises _ncr Was delivering a speech oft marketing in. the 1999^5.
' "We are not in the businessojf pi easing,an entire populace,We are charged with bringing diverse
lecturers to campus/ said t*um Kay Rosenberg chairperson of the university's lecturecommittee.

University pf New Hampshire

BurhanvNew Hampshire
_>__ .Thursdaysthe New Hampshire State University System announced an enrollment of 2£,82£
students fa*the &9W2.academicy_ar, th«s largest enrollmentin the system** 28—year history*
Clair Van Umerson, chancellor of the !University System^ cited "vigorous student recruitment
strategies/ fhegro wingrecognition of the qualityof «*our state colleges and universities,an d the strong
student retention programs on our campuses/*as-reasons,for the large enrollment.
%
Sev*rtty*twopercent af the enr^

Dartmouth College
<¦

,
teOW,NeW)ftamp$hir*
.
^
In m effort to meet currentbudget demandsand plan for the fuh»re> Dartmouth
isstarting ita largest
fund-raisingcampaign ever,and hopes to raise 425million dollars for the College.
The five year project,titled *The Campaign to Eh__V haa already rais.d 12& million dollars*The
ramatairtg 8>7fl*iHion is Meded fc> augmentthefiuaflcto]Uidtnidgfef,tofioartfe faculty$aterie$,to build
and renovatecampus buildings, and to improve academic programsjraccording to President James
¦
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Freedman£5
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Writer seeks to interview Colby students
whose parents separated while the student
was in college, for a serious look at this issue.
Anonymity and sensitivity guaranteed.

Rent or Buy All Your Party Needs With Us

Heckman s Party Palace

Please call 872-3549 or write Mary Ellen Matava
c/o Communications Office. k

142 College Avenue,Waterville
873-4944
• We Accept Colby P ur ch a se Orders •
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Freshm an clogs way to succ ess
she said.
Walker made her first television
By Lauren Arnold
appearance at nine.Along with four
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
other girls,she went on a television
show called 'Talent Showcase,"
which spotlights local talent in a
manner similar to Star Search.
As a clog dancing champion, Callers to the television station
Tasha Walker '95,hasdanced across elected Walker and her group to the
the country, on television, and at final round of this local talent show
Disneyworld. She is also a dance for six weeksin a row.
instructor, and will spend this
After her appearanceon "Talent
weekend in Missouri teaching clog Showcase," Walker performed in
dancing to 300 people.
nursing homes to improve her
Walker began dancing at age dancing because there were no
eight when she took a ballroom clogging teachers near her home
dancing class in her hometown of town. At age twelve, she became
Kennebunkport, Maine. When her part of a ten-girl clogging team
partner lacked the finesse needed which performed at local fairs and
to ballroom dance, the pair was festivals.
introduced to clog dancing as an
Walker began giving lessons to
alternative. "I became addicted to children in her area at age thirteen
[clog dancing]as soon as I started," in a studio her father built for her in
photocourtesyof Tasha Walker
Tasha Walker '95,demonstrateshow to clog dance.

WCBB merg es with WPBN
By Marty Hergert
CONl-iroUTING WRITER
M-B_-_-«a-n_-_H_MEa_-BK-D__a_-H-i-_-_-_aM_-_-_-__B__n_
_i_H

WCBB,the nation's only public
televisionstation funded by liberal
arts colleges,willsoonbea thing of
the past as it merges with another
Maine public network. Created in
theearlysixtiesby Colby,Bates and
Bowdoin,WCBBisintheprocessof
merging with the University of
Maine's WPBN.
Duplications in programming
and management are cited as the
major reasons for the merger.
"Traditionally WCBBserved the
southern half of Maine and WPBN
served the northern half," said
Colby President William Cotter,
who is chairman of the board for
WCBB. "By integrating the two we
canachievesomeefficiencyin costs,
production, and management to
create one stronger entity."
The colleges created WCBB to
provide an instructional medium
for college courses in the sixties.
The program was "not very
successful,"said Cotter. The station
thenbecamea medium for national.
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Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affa irs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

? Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
Q Soviet and East
European Studies
Q Middle East Studies
? International Relations
Q International Business
Management
Q International Security

and Conflict

? Comparative
Development
Q International Economics

App ly by February 1 for
assistantships and other
financial aid.
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Remember — we buy back textbooks
every day !^_
The Iron H orse Bookstore
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Students who are interested
in Intcramerican issues are
part icularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.
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Colby President William Cotter

their home. She began instructing
only 20 students, but clog dancing
gained popularity and four years
later she instructed 85 students at
her school. Walker said she missed
out on fun with her childhood
friends because teaching dance
classes took up somuch of her time.
'Teaching classes is a lot of
responsibility," said Walker.
Clog dancing is a type of
American folk dance which
originated in the A ppalachian
Mountains in the 1800's. It consists
of a mixture of French, German,
English, and Indian dancing. .The
shoes used are similar to tap shoes,
not Dutch clogs. Walker said any
type of music can be used in
clogging - from contemporary to
country-westem.Q
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IN'rERNATIONALSTUDIES
Admissions, Room * 363
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-1173
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FIINAl . EXAMIIINAUON SCHEDULE .
Final examinations for Semester 1, 1991-92r are as scheduled below.
Examinations are two hours in length; a detailed schedule with room assignments
will be published later. Students with three examinations in one day, or four in
sequence, can obtain postponement forms at the Registrar's office. Under no
. circumstances may an examination be taken prior to its scheduled time.
Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Date
Dec. 16

Time
9:00
12:30
3:30
Dec. 17
9:00
12:30
3:30
Dec. 18
9:00
12:30
3:30
Dec. 19
9:00
12:30
¦
3:30
Dec. 20
9:00
12:30
¦
.; ,.' 3:30
Dec. 21
9:00
12:30
; 3:30
Dec. 22
9:00

Exam
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
:¦ 12 . .
: 13
•:¦
: 14
; 15. ' ..
. ¦;.
16
17
¦
;
18
Make-up exams
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Moonlighting

HeatWave Vacations,Inc. is
looking for bri ght, personable individualsto promote
our European skiing and
Caribbean Spr ing Br eak
trips. Earn free vacations
and big paychecks.Formore
information,call Gregory at
(800)-395-WAVE.

WANTED: "Coppertone
Spr i ng Break Tri p" student

representative to promote
trips to Cancun, Nassau,
Barbados,Jamaica,Daytona
and Orlando. Best programs
available ANYWHERE...
earn cash, free tri ps, p lus
more. Call for more information 1-800-222-4432 (9:00
am - 5:00 pm).
Echo file photo
Thomas and Nancy Morrione own p op ular
off-campus housing.
in their buildings, and there are
very few stereotypical headaches
By Jonathan Kaplan
that go along with being landlords.
STAFF WRITER
Kar en D unn '92, one of the
Morrione's tenants at 79 NorthStreet, enjoys the house she's
If you are considering moving renting. The Morrione'sdid repairs
off-campus to High Street, North on the house before she and her
Street, or Roosevelt Avenue, you housemates moved in this fall.
may become tenants of Thomas "[Rent] is pretty expensive, but its
Morrione, professor of sociology no more than [what Colb y
and anthropology, an d Nan cy charges],"she said. "TheMorrione's
Morrione, assistant dean of are really nice and are good
admissions.
landlords."
The Morrione's own 10 houses
The economic recession in New
and 52 apartments across the Eng land worries the Morrione's.
country. That makes 548 windows The couple is currently trying to
from Waterville to Santa Cruz, CA, rent an apartment on a good street
according to Nancy Morrione.
in Waterville but have had only
She said owning houses has three calls in the past two weeks.
given her and her husband "a
The Morrione's began investing
different perspective on life" in real estate in 1971, when they
because they are able to "meet paid $13,000 for their first house in
peop le from different walks of life Utah. Thomas was having trouble
with all kinds of problems."
finding an apartment to rent. A real
Nan cy
handles
the estate agent brought Morrione to a
administrative and bookwork bank and he bought a house with
aspects of the couple's investments no down payment.
whileThomas is "the negotiator and
The property later appreciated
decision maker," she said.
in value when a golf cours e was
The Morr io n e's have t hr ee built across the street. The couple
employees doing property r eal ized tha t investi ng i n real est a t e
maintenance for them, such as was a way to make money.
painting and mowing the lawn.
Nancy Morrione said the
Brenden Van Wy nsberghe '95,who couple's involvement in real esta t e
l ives in one of Morri one's houses is "a great thing, to do. But if you
on North Street, is one of their don't like people you coul d not do
employees.
this."
Nancy said tha t she an d her
The M orri one 's l ive i n the
"
husb and have good tenants"living Hei ghts faculty apartment.Q

Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked Breakfast
at

Bonnie's Diner
¦

Colhv Spe cial

flreflKfast Sand wich

Bacon , Cheese,
2 Eggs, Bacon, Toast ,
Tomato, Lettuce,
Pancakes , Homefries
Fried Egg
& Coffee
$1.90
$4.50
872-7712
|
9
Open Seven Days a Week
I
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.

I

Benton Avenue - Winslow

I

Bear left aft er the Winslow brid ge - then 3 miles ahead on the left.
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Travel SalesRepresentative.
STS, the leader in collegiate
travel needs motivated
individuals and groups to
promote Winter/ Spring
Breaktrips. For informat ion
call Student Travel Services,
Ithaca , NY at 1-800-6484849.
Spring Break: Cancun,
Ba hamas from $259.00
includes roundtri p a ir , 7
nights hotel, parties, free
admission, hotel taxes and
more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip.1(800)
BEACH IT.
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Classifieds
ATLANTIC OCEAN LIVING. Nanny/Childcare positions available. Full-time
live in situations with families
in the BOSTONarea. Includes
room and board,automobile,
insurance. Salaryrange from
$150 to $300 per week. Great
way to experience Boston
families, culture, history and
beaches. Call or write THE
HELPING HAND, INC. 1
WEST ST., BEVERLY
FARMS, MA 01915 (508) 9220526.

CAMPUS
REPS
W AN TED ! QUALITY
VACATIONS TO EX OTI C
DESTINATI ON S! SELL
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO JAMAICA,
CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
MARGARITA ISLAND.
FA STE ST TO FREE
TRAVEL AND $$$. CALL
SUN SPLASH TOURS. 1800-426-7710.
A DDRE SSERS WANTED
immediately! No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405321-3064.

Earn Fa bulous FREE Spring

Break Vacation while meeting new people and earning
cash.Work at your own pace.
Energetic, highly motivated
outgoing individualsneeded.
Call Bob at Campus Holidays
1-S00-627-4791between 5pm
- 10pm CST.

RAISE $500..,$ 1000...$ 1500

"Campus Representatives
needed" Earn free trip and
big commissions by selling
CANCUN, MEXICO. For
more information call toll free
at 800-755-7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.

iFlffiffi *^J_LS!
For y our fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.

ADOPTION
Picnics, p iggy-backs and a

ABSOLUTELYNO

brother 's hand to hold. Happiness and security await
your newborn. Loving, professional mom, dad, and son
are anxious to adopt again.
Legals paid. Call collect Judy
and Paul 207-799-9833.

INVESTMENT REQUIRED!
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Lynne Long
Bill Ready

Judy Dore
Allan Dore
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SHOW HORSE CENTER

# BOARDING * TRAINING * LESSONS * SALES

Youth, Non-Pro,

SPECIAIEINQIN:
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Pleasure & Halter

LOUNGE
• 70' x 140' INDOOR ARENA • 25' X 50' OBSERVATION
.40 STALLS • HEATED FACILITY
STOP PY FOR A TOUR!

L~—« Route 150, Skowhegan , ME (207) 474-7314 ^-m-^™^
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1991
7:30 p.m.
at St. Mark's Church
60 Eustis Parkway
(across Mid-Maine Hospital,
Thayer Unit)
PHILIP BERRJGAN, S.J.
Jim Diom, Mohawk Indian
Michael Myers, Seneca Indian
Linda Backiel, Civil rights
lawyer
on
THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS
Philip Berrigan
I is a six-time nominee for the
Nobel Peace Prize
a Jesuit priest, active in the
1
civil rights
movement
of the 60's,
I
famous for his acts of civil
disobedience
during the Vietnam War.
Author of several books.
Michael Myers and Joe Diom
were involved
with the Canadian
Government
in the issue of converting
ancient indian
burial grounds to a golf
course.
Linda Backiel
was jailed for refusing to
break
the attorney-client
relationship
by giving testimony.

Taking a trip to...
Funkytown!
possibility for
I-Play
_SL © JLli© %^K. %5%JLM.lb . C&

consciously may deny it, delights
in Disco. One could put a Disco
tune on the stereo, for example,
"Staying' Alive" or "Brickhouse"
or "Play That Funky Music," (oh
how the list goes on!), and I
guarantee somebody will start
dancing, maybe even strike the
classic John Travolta pose that
graces the cover of the Saturday
Night Feversoundtrack.Most Disco
moves include some thrusting of
the hips,a confident strut,and most
importantly a seductive display of
rhythm.
Disco music provides the
opportunity to "shake your groove
thing. Provocative moves and the
show of onespulsating undulations
present to others futur e
'possibilities', whether it be to
groove later that night, or the
following Saturday. Amateur
dancers are unbearably visible on
the Disco floor. Yet, I do believe
thatanyone can "shaketheir booty"
when given the opportunity. The
true groovers, those who live for a
trip to Funkytown,will absolutely
shred the floor at the sound of "The
Hustle." It takes a special talent,
but I know those peoplearestill out
there and are dying to show their
'thang' once again.
So I say:bring the Seventiesback
to life. Relive what it had to offer
and think about your reasons for
suppressing this love for Disco. To
those of you who still disagree,
don't worry. Recognizing one's
denial does not come easy to all. To
thoseof you still in the Disco closet,
vinyl jacket and all, step out. I
understand I know that deep down
inside,, as you watched John
Travolta and made fun of him to
your peers,deep down you wished
you could dance as he did. Just
once you'd like to be under that
spinning,mirrored ball,poised,one
hand pointing to thelights,theother
to thefloor,yourhead slightly back,
watching others dance around you.
That,is the ultimate Disco Inferno.

By Nancy Penrose

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Seventies. What comes to
mind when you hear those words?
Bell bottoms with tight upper
thighs? Binaca blast? Platform
shoes? Tight, polyester shirts with
collars that spread onto the
shoulders? Yes, these are all
accuratedepictionsoftheSeventies,
but we're forgetting something.
DISCO!
This word brings about
numerous reactions when
mentioned in a crowd,from "Disco
sucks!" to "Oh yeah, get down!"
Somemay even go as far to do a few
dance steps. Whatever the reaction
though,when DISCOismentioned,
sarcasm erupts. It is always a joke
and I don't think it's funny. My
point? We need to rid ourselves of
this sarcasm and instead embrace
the era of the Seventies, more
importantly embrace the wonders
of Disco. I repeat, this is no joke.
Why did Disco die? More
importantly, why do people deny
their yearning for Disco? Were the
pants ju st too tight? Were they
afraid they couldn't keep up with
the funky rhythms? Whatever the
reason, we need to shed these suits
of denial. Recognize these invalid
reasons for condemning Disco,and
start our lives anew— lives which
not only include, but encompass,
the world of Disco.
Everyone, and I do mean
although
they
everyone,
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TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010
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• Wool Fabrics
• Wool Blankets
• Car Robes
Just off (-95 Exit 33
Intersection of Rts 23 & 137
Oakland , Maine
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Suggestions that students who
participate in I-Play be granted
credit toward fulfilling the allcollege physical education
requirement were re-introduced at
a Presidents' Council meeting
before fall break.Theissuehadbeen
on the agenda last year but was
eventually dropped. It was reintroduced by Chris Rogers '94,
president of Treworgy Hall, who
said a large percentage of his hall
residents favored the idea.
"The wayI seeit,I-Playwouldn't
be a requirement," said Rogers. "It
should be fun. When it comes down
to it,you're doing the same thing as
you would be in a regular gym
class."
But the options for gym credit
are numerous enough now that
changing
them
seems
"unnecessary", said Gerry
McDowell, who oversees I-Play as
director of intramurals.
"I think making it a requirement
for some people would take the fun
out of I-Play,"he said.
Students can currently receive
credit a number of ways. A large
number fulfill the four required
seasons by participating in team
athletics, while others take classes
in sports like golf and cross-country
skiing.
Less time-consuming ways to
receive credit were discussed at the
Presidents'Councilmeeting.Aoneday hike in Acadia National Park is
offered each fall for one season of
credit and leaders of COOTreceive
gym credit for their activity, which
only lasts four days. Students can
also take a proficiency exam, in
which they must demonstrate
proficiency in a sport.
"The feasibility of I-Play credit

McDowell, however, said
having students take I-Play as a
class "would cause a myriad of
problems."
"We need a fair policy,"he said.
"People might show up for only a
few classes. You don't have a
monitor [at 1-Playgames]as youdo
in classes with a coach, so it would
be difficult to imp lement."
Currently students taking any of
the classes offered for credit are
expected to attend class twice a
week for a six-week period.
"It would work if a system could
be worked put where you can
regulate who comes to I-Play and
who doesn't," said Cranfill.
Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur said riothavingan actual
class atmosphere would eliminate
a key component of the current
physical education requirementthat students learn a new sport.
"One of the advantages of the
current requirement is that it's life
skills-oriented,"he said. "You learn
anew activity level. If someonehad
to choose between squash and a
gameof touch football,I think many
people would rather just take
squash. So it's questionable how
many students would be affected
by making I-Play an option
anyway."
"We wouldn't be against
makingl-Playanoption,"said Dick
Whitmore,director of athletics. But
he added that if a proposal were
submitted, it must meet all of the
current gym credit requirementsO

Tire continued from page 1

Cascase Mill Store
Fine Woolens

By David Holtzman
STAFF WHITER

is strong, since COOT leaders get
credit,"said Tullio Nieman,d irector
of Student Activities.
"Those who participate
regularly in an I-Play sport should
get credit," said Stephan Cranfill,
'94, a former I-Play soccer player.

ffi

Since 1882

• Scarves & Neckties
• Wool Sweaters
• Gifts & Novelties
Store Hours:
Mon. -Sat. 10:00-5:00
Closed Sundays

Visa & Masterca rd Accepted
207-465-9080

of the building. "[The
firefighters] chopped away all of
the wooden facing where [the fire]
had been smoldering," said Cotter.
Cotter called Security when he
heard the fire engines coming up
the hill and was told the location of
the fire. He remained at the scene
from about 1:00 to 3:00 a.m. Other
administrators, including Earl
Smith, dean of the college, Alan
Lewis,directorof thePhysical Plant,
Arnold Yasinski, administrative
vice president and Gina Toman,
assistant director of Student

Activities, were also on the scene.
Yasinski called Seileafood service,
who opened up the Spa and began
serving sandwiches to the Dana
residents who had been forced
outside by the fire.
"It was really nice of all those
people to be there," said Tandon.
"We checked with Physical
Plant last night and there doesn't
seem to be any concern that
something like this would start
elsewhere,"said Frechette."Wewill
check other buildings that have a
similar set up."
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Bring us your rsturnables.

we deliver.
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POUCY
TheEdftor-Jistheoffidalopinionofthepaper.Theother opliiIora
represent the views of The Colby Echoor its staff.
The Co_y Echo encourages letters from its readers especiallythose within the immediate commun ity.
They should not exceed200words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be sighed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must he received by The Colby Echo no later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Sadly lacking
Due to the lack of any newsworthy events on
campus, the lack of anything of importance
being said by any faculty,staff or students,the ,
lack of any interesting alternative social events
other than Student Center parties, the lack of
activity of many of our elected leaders,the lack
of any bomb-scares,hurricanesor other natural
disasters, the lack pf any students hurling
themselves off the library tower, the lack of
cream cheese on Laura Steinbrink's bagels in
the Spa,thelackof any kind of weekend other than "relatively
quiet" ones, the lack of ESPN in the fisbowl, the lack of campus
unity, the lack of drugs, the lack of any reported instances of
sexual harrassment, the lack of student interest in what's going
on in the world, the lack of any new ideas,new insights or new
Echo articles on the alcohol policy, the lack of part ies, the lack of
office hours being held by professors on Fridays,the lack of good
offerings next semester in the English Department,the lack of sex,
the lack of minority students,the lack of sit-ins at Foss parties, the
lack of any student being held hostage by any faculty member,
the lack of beer on campus,the lack of dating, the lack of women
getting tenure in the Government Department, the lack of
sunshine, the lack of healthy entrees in the dining halls, the lack
of Patagonia outerwear (not!), the lack of j ob opportunities for
seniors, the lack of money, the lack of hair on the head of almost
every man in the Government and History Departments, the lack
of semi-formals,the lack of parking places on campus, the lack of
activity in the. Lovejoy pit, the lack of good hallstaff, the lack of
affordable off-campus Jan Plan programs,the lack of overt
fraternity activity, the lack of issues other than alcohol , the lack of
Thursday night parties, the lack of J-Board cases, the lack of
lighting on campus, no lack of mice in Woodman , the lack of
women on the Echo sports staff , the lack of phones in East and
West Quad , the lack of good dates to be set up with for ScrewYour-Roommates, the lack of good guests on 'Oprah/ the lack of
an Echo after fall break, the lack of communication between
students and the administration , the lack of flashers on the threemile loop, thelackof anyone falling outaStudentCenter window,
the lack of money for clubs, the lack of Beer Die tables, the lack of
red baskets being returned to the Spa , the lack of tradition , the
lack of attendance at all-campus lectures, the lack of gender in
language, the lack of financial aid , the lack of popsicles in Foss,
the lack of ducks in the pond , the lack of anymore conflicts at
'MHB, the lack of advisors who know their advisees names, the
lack of faculty newsletters, the lack of Matt Dumas and an overall
lack of everything, there will be no editorial this week.

We have outlined a plan to
eliminate the accumulated Student
Association debt by the end of this
year while at the same time
providing as much money as
In response to Paul Argiro's possible to the clubs through the
complaints (EcholO/ 3) about the Club Fund. 1 can happily report
campus rule prohibiting kegs at that this seems to be going very
football games, a particular line well. We are currently in
with
the
caught my eye: "Imagine Notre negotiations
administration
to
develop
a
fundDame passing a similar law* at its
raisingpolicywhich willallow clubs
tailgating parties."
Notre Dame does indeed to earn additional money
prohibit all kegs—student- or themselves. Cutting budgets pf
alumni-sponsored—in the parking "exclusionary" clubs is not now,
lots adjoining the stadium during and has never been a part of our
homegames. Butthenforyearsnow plan.
David S.Jorgensen '92
Notre Dame has prohibited kegs
Student
Association Treasurer
anywhere on campus, at any time
(except within the "Senior Bar," a
separate, licensed facility on
campus). Moreover, rules
governing alcohol use in general
are quite strict: "...drinking is
It has become brutally obvious
prohibited in public places,
including football stadium parking that only through united effort can
lots, dormitory corridors and we save the earth from ourselves.I
lounges!Students are warned that, sincerely applaud Colby's attempt
under Indiana law, it is illegal for to reduce the amount of Styrofbam
them to drinkbeforeage 21"(Notre in the environment by introducing
Dame Magazine, Autumn 1989). the concept of a "travel mug."
Myproblem withtheColbymug
This policy is apparently being
enforced morerigorouslynow than is its future. Eventually, the mug
will crackor break fromabuse,melt
ever before. .
'83)
(Notre
Dame
on
a dashboard, or be lost on an
Francis Bright
Visiting Asst. Prof, of French outing trip. What then? It gets
thrown away. Has our effort to
reducenon-biodegradableproducts
in landfills backfired? The mug is
plastic! Its presence on this earth
will long put-last mine! We have
solved one problem (one-use
Styrofoam cups) onlyby.delaying
the process of pollution.
..
' *
When first-vears receive their
¦
' ¦ I absolutelvaRreewithJonathan
travel
mugs next year (returnees
Walsh and Tj. Winick's column in
had
better
keep , track of the
theOctober10Echowhichcriticized
prototype)
let's
try a ceramic mug!
a recent article by Tom Hanrahan.
dust to dust"is the
"Ashes
to
ashes,
However, there was at least one
life—why
not of my
cycle
of
my
factual correction which they might
find useful . They state: "Hanrahan travel mug?
may have remained in good
Keith T. Tashima 94
standing with his comrades, and
may have enjoyed his 'lobster fra
diavolo' with President Cotter, but
he sure isn't making any friend s in
Why after 24 straight weeks of
the student body."I havenever had
Friday-night
commentaries on
a meal with Tom Hanrahan and do
WMHB
did
I
abruptly
cancel my
not believe I have ever met him. His
series?
columns are not alwayscompletely
On Oct. 4, the station manager
eaccurate.
and so-called "Record Lady" took
William R. Cotter turns rudely interrupting my
commentary by phoning the
broadcasting studio rather than the
station's office to ask to speak to
someoneother than "The Major."
Had incoming calls during my
broadcast been screened as I was
I wish to correcta rather serious promised they would be, this
mis-statement that appeared in the messing-up of my program would
October 10th edition of the Echo.
not have been allowed.
The Echo's statement-"Stu-A,
I recalltelling the "Record Lady"
in an attempt to save money, is that I never intruded on her Sunday
considering cutting the budgets of morning show and asking why she
clubs deemed 'exclusionary^-is a was disrupting my broadcast by
fabrication. Had they bothered to calling in twiceto speak to someone
consult me before writing their else at the station.
editorial they would have known
As a talk show host, I welcomed
this. The Student Association is not the calls from Waterville City
considering cutting any budget of Councilman Lee Bushey and others,
any club. Period.
but I didn 't appreciate the
We are currently working on a interruptions coming f rom
plan to allow clubs such as CER and individuals associated with WMHB
the Colby 8 to continue doing who should have known better.
exactly what they are doing now
If the Colby community service
whilcatthesamctimekecpingthcm station is to continue to recruit nonin accordance with Student student participants, it had better
Association Guidelines. What this initiate some management
will most likely mean is a procedures to ensure others don't
reclassification of some clubs but it suffer the abuse I did.
will mean absolutely no changu in
anycurrentbudgctorfuturebud get
Richard "Major" Spaulding
requisitions.
Watorvillo

A Bright
idea on kegs

"Mugged" the
wrong way

No lobster
lost between
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'MHB abusive

Echo editorial
a "fabrication"

Sturtevant
Hall still
substance-free
In response to your 10/3 article
about Sturtevant, I would like to
say that Sturtevant has not
abandoned it's substance-free
status. For further clarification,
Sturtevant's sophomores have
agreed not to use substances in the
hall, or to return to the hall in any
sort of a state which would cause a
disturbance. The first-years have
agreed not to use substances on
campus.Things are going very well
so far,and I think this attests to the
fact that no one is forced to live in a
substance-free hall; it is a choice
and a nice option for those who
want it.
Also, my sincerest apologies to
anyone who may have thought I
was equating Coburn to a
"dungeon". The two parts to my
statement (that some people think
Sturtevant is like Coburn, and that
some people think it's like a
dungeon) were not meant to be
related. My point was that
Sturtevantisnot quiet (like Coburn),
nor is it a place in which you will be
chained to wall and forced never to
drink again...l0 lashes with a wet
noodle if you even mention
alcohol!!! My sincere apologies to
those who may have thought
otherwise.
ErikaJ.Sayewich '92
Sturtevant Head Resident

Showing
support for
the Bridge
As one of the leaders of the
Bridge, I would like to explain our
group's rationale behind "Jeans
Day" on October 10th.
It was not our intention to takea
census of jean-wearers and nonjean-wearers. If you wore jeans,
that'sgreat.Ifyoudidn'twearthem,
you did not have to. One of our
goals was just to encourage
members of the Colby community
to make this basic decision: do I
support gay and lesbian rights?
We chose jeans as a symbol of
support on the basis of their
everydayness (and the fact that we
would not have to pay for buttons
or slice up pink fabric). Jeans are
important parts of the wardrobesof
a large percentage of the Colby
community, and jean-wearers, we
think, made a powerful, personal
statement of support. We thought
that such a statement needed to be
made in this community, where
homosexuality and lesbianism are
often discussed .
The goals of the Bridge are to
foster an atmosphere in which all
are respected and to provide a "safe
space" for those who are unsure of
their sexuality.
Everyone is welcome at Brid ge
meetings, > which are held on
Thursday ni ghts at 8. This week's
meeting will be held in the
Cofeehouse, where Marilyn
Murphy, author of Are You Girls
Traveling Alone? will speak.Please
come-all you need isanopen mind.
John Cook '92

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

m What "has Stu-A done so far this semester?

-_)M-M-b-a_feiha -i-il_b_i^^

Mike McCarthy'95
"They've made me feel safer,
more comfortable and they eased
my
adjustment
process
immensely."

Bnan Wiercmski '92
"They ruined a perfectly good
drinking policy. That's the way I
see it."

Jed Dunkerley '95
"What is Stu-A? They're
bringing us Blues Traveler and all
those dancesin the Student Center. "

Alice Amstutz '95
"Movies,concerts, dances..."

Feeling full of fatty foods

Vy ©Xj lX|3XSiXxXX/^ %^j © JjfipXcXXXjX* »•
of those excuses are a reason to be
By Laura Steinbrink
impolite.As children,wearetaught
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
a few basic manners. Sometimes
weforget them with friends, but in
a business atmosphere theyshould
Like most of Colby's "pro- not be forgotten.
boozers", I am mad about the
My third complaint isabout the
evolutionof the drinking policyhere fact that no professors or
at Colby. Instead of complaining administrators showed up at
about the fact I cannot drink at Governor Mckernan's speech
"stupid center" parties because the (except Professor David Findlay).I
Courthoustetookmy ID away,I will asked Findlay if he ielt it was a
simply say Iam'really excited to see social faux-pas that? they cHd 'hoi
that alot of peopleare "fighting for come,and he said he would have to
their right to party." I like beer. I get back tb me. I think their absence
like the taste. And will continue to was completely disrespectful.
drink even if it meansI have to ask
What else? The Spa is really
a freshman for a beer.
going down-hill.I washappy to see
My second complaint is in the express line for bagels on the
response to alumna Kathryn first day of school.Although Iprefer
Downing's letter in response to hot bagels, I was willing to deal
Keith Dupuis' article. Keith was withcold "express"bagelsif I could
treated unfairly. So what if the lady forego the usual line. However, my
at K-mart was having a bad day. last four bagels,whichlhavewaited
Maybe she was PMSing,but neither for, have been cold. Who in their

rightmindseatscoldbagdsbecause
thiey like them that way? No one I
knowat least.On top of that theSpa
won't give me extra cream cheese
anymore.They saythe scoopersare
bigger sotheycannotgiveoutextra.
If I have to eat my bagel cold and
without extra cream cheese for
much longer I am reallygoing to be
unhappy
^
My final complaint is directed
to the administration:--Why inline
world am I not allowedto schedule
meetingson Tuesday nightsduring
seminarhours?! meanreally,in my
organization,
The
Colby
Republicans/thereare less than 10
seniors, and as far as I know only
one has seminar when I like to hold
meetings. I am going to be a rebel
and continue to schedule my
meetings for Tuesday night even if
I cannot publicize them in
MooseprintsD
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Kelly Harris '92
"Stu-A has probably done a lot
of things but I don't know what
they are."
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By Heather Boothe
CONTRIBTJTINGWRITER
One famous aspect of freshman
year is the "Freshman Fifteen,"
those mysterious fifteen pounds
that creep onto the bodyduring the
first year at college. It could bedue
to the lack of exercise. It could be
due to the beer. But most often the
finger is pointed at the dining hall,
and-usually^ the .finger ? knows;
something we don't.
Rememberwhenyou first ate in
a dining hall? True,it's not closeto
either gourmet or Mom's,but look
at how much! Two or threeentrees
in each of threedining halls (face it
-Chaplin and Johnson Dining Halls
arebne)ateverymeal!And desserts
- cookies, pies, brownies, peanut
butter chocolate sugar bombs, and
the ever-present jello-of-the-day
withadollopof processed whipped
cream. If there's one thing Seiler's
does well it's, fresh baked bread,
and it's always there to be eaten
with peanut butter (full of fats and
preservatives) and jelly,for those
nights when nothing else appeals.
Thequantity of food boggles the
imagination. At home you never
have to choose an entree. Now you
can eat as much as you want, so
why choose? And mom's not
around, so those green beans can
stay away from your plate. George
Bush doesn't eat broccoli; why
should you? Salad? Well, if there's
nothing else to eatyou may as well,
but no one's forcing you.
Somewhere along the line wc
stop needing to try absolutely
everything (at least most of us),and
we begin to eat somewhat normal
meal s.But what happens if wewant
to eat not only what is considered a
normal meal,but also a healthy one?
This means a meal low ' in fat,
sodium, and cholesterol. It doesn't
have to be low in calories. If the
calories are not coming from fat
and extra sugar, they are as
imuortant. But the healthv food I'm
•

talking,about is not served in the
Spa, and often is not served as an
entree in the dining halls either.
This year, Seiler's addressed
students' requests for a more
nutritious menu. It added "tasty
lite cuisine" (TLC) entrees at lunch
and dinner. It . also became more
reliable (at least in Dana) about
writing put on little cards the fat,
sodium, cholesterol, and caloric
content of• foods. What I don't
unders^diswhySeiler'swillwrite
but these7 cards; for- the regular
entrees, but not for the TLC ones.
Next time they do write it out, look
carefully and compare the
information on the entrees.
Surprisingly,the TLC entree is not
always the healthiest one.
You'd think that TLC entrees
would bebetter for you,and would
not be cooked in fat and grease, as
much of the food here is, but
sometimes the only difference I see
is that the TLC entree is offered
either in a smaller portion or as an
appetizer. For example, a recent
TLC dish was tuna salad — with
mayonnaise. Last I looked, mayo
was not very low in fat, sodium, or
cholesterol.
At least once a week the dinning
halls also serve up fruit and yogurt
plates. Yes, the fruit is healthy (as
long as it isn't soaked in syrup like
the fruit at breakfast often is), but
yogurt can be nasty stuff. Unless
it's low-calorienonfat yogurt,it will
be very high in fat and calories.
The list of fatty and oily TLC
entreesgoes on. There is definitely
a discrepancy here.
Perhaps there are people out
there who want to eat something
bad for them. Great - there's lots for
you to choose from. But for those
who cannot eat greasy food without
visualizing the grease coating their
veins, the dining halls are sadly
lacking. We want to eat something
other than bran cereal and skim
milk or salads and still eat
healthilyO

Movie Preview

Move over? Spike Lee9
liere comes Matty Riclx
By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

Those who consider a Spike
Lee movie "powerful" should
rethink their definition of the
word and see what Matty Rich
has to offer as director/
producer/writer of Straight out
of
Brooklyn, beginning
tomorrow at Railroad Square
Cinema.
Intense, tragic, and
enlightening, Straight out of
Brookly n is the fruition of over
two yearsworkby NYU student
Rich ( Spike Lee's alma matter),
who was 19 when he finished
the film.The magic of this movie
liesinitstragicrealismrallevents
and characters are based on

Rich'sown experiencesgrowing
up in the Red Hook housing
projectsin Brooklyn. Ironically,
with all its millions of dollars,
Hollywood could never—and
would never—have the
opportunity to inject such true
life into any of its works.
Straight out of Brooklyn, as a
title,symbolizes the panultimate
hope and dream of the innercity dweller. The film is based
on a family breaking apart under
the strains of its environment.
An alcoholicand abusive father,
a battered mother,an intelligent
daughter,and an ambitious son
are a family about to break, and
this film takes an intense look at
their situation. The energy
portrayed is raw, harsh, and
heavy, so prepare yourself.

This movie will hit you; at
moments, the cinematography
is so casual and direct that you
feel as if you're committing an
invasion of privacy. In fact,you
may feel yourself actually
forgetting that there are cameras
in front of the actors. The result:
intensely dramatic realism.And
surprisingly, for a low budget
film,the acting is wonderful. At
times the inner-city slang is so
heavy that it require careful
listening, but this is yet another
exciting aspect of the film's
realism.
As a final note: when you
see this movie, pay close
attention to who plays the
immodestand absurd character
"Larry Love." You'll be
pleasantly surprised!!!

Restaurant Review

The Old Mill Pub:
"A Kennebec Gathering Place"
Dennis, Kevin, and Larry try to get "Straight out of Brookly n."

file p hoto
By Karen Dixon
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With the fall foliage at it's
peak, we hit the open and
colorful road. In search of a
bargain meal, we headed north
on 1-95to Skowhegan.The place:
The Old Mill Pub. Overall, we
found the quality of food and
themenuchoicestobemediocre.
However, the setting and
atmosphereof TheOld Mill Pub
make the trip to Skowhegan
worthwhile, especially now,
before all the leaves fall off the
trees.
Situated on a steep and rocky
precipice, The Old Mill Pub
looms over the gushing
Kennebec River. It is a unique
brickbuilding that holds its own
presence in Skowhegah's
downtown Historical District.
The structure has occupied the
site since 1908, when it was
erected as an exact replica of an
old wooden store that had
previouslybeentheresince!827,
but had burned down.
Thocombinationoftherocky
cliff, the thundering sound of
the Kennebec River, and the
history of the site and building
all make for a ni ghtmarish,
Halloween-esque atmosphere.
For the full effect, we definitely
recommend that you visit The
Old Mill on a rainy night,
preferably when there's a full
moon and even some misty fog .
So the place has personality,
but what about the food? The
menu serves both lunch and
dinner in addition to offering
"Pub Snacks" th at are popular
at the bar. A variety of soups

(Fish Chowder, Lima Bean),
salads (Chef , Caesar), side
orders (Pub Fries, Curly Fries),
sandwiches (French Dip, BLT,
Tuna Melt), and dinner entrees
(Steak and Chicken) are offered
in addition to sections devoted
solely to "Chile" and "Quiche"
(a thick slice of Seafood Quiche
at $5.25 wasthe special that day).
Overall, the menu is not
extensive, but the waiter did
supply us with a neatly handwritten list of the kitchen's
specials for the evening. As for
prices,they run the gamut from
$.85for a side order to $11.00 for
a meal listed under "Specials".
We perused through our rather
limited set of choices and
decided to start with some
nachos ($3.25).
While waiting a good half
hour for our appetizer, and
another hour for our main dishes
(yes, service at the Old Mill
leaves a lot to be desired), we
took in the atmosphere.
Although the interior has an
overall dark tone, the open
stairwell givesonairyquality to
the restaurant. The brick walls,

dim lights,and polished wooden
tables amidst an array of
hanging plants and framed art
are reminiscent of an idealized
English country pub.
Once our nachos arrived,we
all agreed that they weren't quite
worth the 30 minute wait.
Layered in both Monteray Jack
and cheddar cheese, they were'
piled high with fresh tomatoes
and hot jalapeno peppers. The
salsa was just "okay," and was
too much like ketchup in both
taste and texture.
Although the quality and
choice of food at The Old Mill
isn't that distinctive, we found
the cook to be an experimenter
of different seasonings. He/she
may even surprise your palette
with a new sensation. For
example, their spinach salad
($2.95) comes topped with
apples,bacon, mushrooms,and
a delicious honeydressingladen
with crunchy poppy seeds. We
loved this unique melange and
found the above combination
new and refreshing.
The tuna melt ($3.25) was
Food continued on page12
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Music Review

Have a little Nirvana with your Fugazi
By Johan Dowdy and

Matthew Kales
STAFF WRITERS

Reaching Nirvana
In the last five years, Seattle,
Washington has produced some of
the most innovative new bands in
rock music. Beginning in the late
1980's,independent labels like SubPop unleashed a stream of fresh
alternatives to the jaded sounds of
corporaterock,spearheaded by the
caterwauling sonic omelette known
as Soundgarden. Bands like Mother
Love Gone and Mudhoney
followed, breaking down genre
barriers by fusing metal, punk,and
psychedelia to create a heavy and
unpredictable sound unlike any
contemporary music.
Now, in 1991, the tradition
continues with Nirvana. Raw and
unyielding, the power-trio made a
home for itself in the subterranean
Seattle scene before signing with a
major label. Nirvana's second fulllength LP, N evermind , is a
frightening journey deep inside the
mind of guitarist/singer/

lg
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Nirvana
songwriter Kurt Cobain. The
album's opening track, "Smells like
Teen Spirit," is a disturbing
revelationof hypocrisy and betrayal
amongst members of the "younger"
generation. Cobain is able to shift
gears easily within Nevermind and
goeson to tackle other controversial
topics including rape, which he
addresses on the track "Polly."
Nevermind contains more pop
hooks than Nirvana's 1989 release
Bleach, yet does not compromise
the overall impact of the band.
Strong song structure is ,the key
behind- the success of Nevermind.
Cobain has found a way to preserve
the powerful nature of the band
while crafting lyrical and, at times,

harmonious songs. Tracks like
"Something in the Way," which
closes the album,providea glimpse
of what can be expected from
Nirvana in the future.
Thoug ht-provoking lyrics,
haunting vocals, and a nearlyunrestrained energy make this
album threaten to explode ant any
moment. Nevermind will not
disappoint Nirvana fans, and will
most likely win the band a legion of
new supporters. (M.K.)
A Healthy Diet
Fugazi is a band that has proved
that success is not necessarily a
function of "selling out." Led by exMinor Threat singer/guitarist Ian
MacKaye,Fugazi is oneof the more
prominent hard-core bands around.
Although hard-core music only
interests a limited audience, the
Washington, D.C. based band has
acquired an ever increasing number
of followers. Its latest release, A
Stead y Diet of Nothing,, is still
holding on strong on the college
music charts.
Fugazi operates off MacKaye's
own record label, Dischord . The
band,therefore,is free to determine

its own fate. It is not pressured to
release the obligatory "hit single"
or toalter its style in order to increase
record sales. When the band goes
on tour, they never charge more
than five dollars. And its cassettes
and CDs are consistently cheaper
than major label releases. Asa band,
Fugazi values artistic integrity over
the desire to turn a buck.
A Steady Diet is full of raw,
unchallenged energy. MacKaye's
voice resonates with a violent
passion. The feedback of Guy
Picciotto's guitar crashes through
your senses and leaves you
trembling. Joe tally's drumming
creates a rhythmic fortress, one

Fugazi

which holds the music in place. Its
a celebration of the human spirit at
its uncompromised best—a fusion
of punk, reggae, jazz, and rock,
that's like a fist in your face or a gun
at your back. Their upshot is a
combination of sound and style
which tantalizes with its intricacy
and stuns with its ferocity.
Fugazi is also an inquisition into
the evils of society.During concerts,
MacKaye often interrupts the
audience and asks them to listen to
what he is saying. Most of A Steady
Diet's songs are political and reflect
an anger directedtoward an unjust
political system. For example, the
track "Reclamation" questions the
abortion issue: "These are our
demands:/We want contro l of our
bodies./You carry out your noble
actions,/We will carry our noble
scars." And in the cut "KYEO," a
response to the recent Gulf War
"Crisis," MacKaye sarcasticall y
screams: "The troops are quiet
tonight,/But it's not alright./We
will not be beaten down."
And Fugazi will not be beaten
down. As longas people arewilling
to listen, it will continue to spread
its opinions and passions. (J.D.)Q

Food continuedf rompage10 .
delicious, although the sparce
amount of tuna was buried under
bacon strips and American cheese.
Arriving on a choice of white, rye,
or whole wheat bread, along with
potato chips and pickle spear, the
melt was still a good choice.
The Chili Taco Salad ($5.95) was
a disappointment. The decent sized
portion of bean/beef chili is
probably not homemade.It isserved
over a meager amount of greenleaf
lettucein a crispy,flaky,outer shell.
The shellhowever,is greasybecause
it isdeep fried,and the chili is rather
mild in flavor. In addition, it was
hike warm upon arrival. A better
choice would be the Creamy
Tarragon Scallops ($9.95). This
"Special" is served with rice and a
vegetable, and the seasoning on
these plump scallops has a butter
base with a herb blend . The best
bargain offered oh the menu is
undoubtedly the large portion of
curly fries for only 85tf.
If you choose to order dessert
(allfor under $4.00),you'll probably
belessdisappointedwith theoverall
unsatisfyingdiner.A good seasonal
choice istheapplecrisp. It'snot like
Mom's,but it's betterthan Seiler's,
rife with freshly sliced and baked
apples.TheTollhouse Pieisequally
deliciousand hasthat melt-in-yourmouth texture, like an under
cooked, extra-chewy cookie.
However,steerclearofthechocolate
chipcake.This densely packedmass
has a pound cake texture and "a
whisper of a taste of rubbing
alcohol." Although all the desserts
are homemade, the chocolate chip
cake didn't taste fresh .
The Old Mill Pub offers a
veritable cornucopia of flavors: the
melt in your mouth cheddarcheese,
the sweet honey salad dressing, thie
cinnamon smacking apple crisp
dessert but overall nothing in
particular makes the taste buds
tingle. Like we said,be patient with
the service and enjoy the rich publike atmosphere—becausethat'sthe

bestpartof TheOld Mill.Our waiter
informed us that the Old Mill is
thinking of starting an "Amateur
Night" with an open mike on Wed.
or Thurs. night in the nearfuture. If
interested in performing, call
Debbie at 474-6627. There is also
liveentertainmentonThursdayand
Friday evenings. Dinner is served
from 5-10 p.m. and the bar closes at
11 p.m.
The Old Mill Pub gets a ratingof
two stars out of five. Although the
setting and interior atmosphereare
unique and historical,the quality of
food is not worth the 30 minute
drive to Skowhegan—never mind
the extra threehours it will take to
have dinner there.

Going to
"Extremities "

MISCELL ANEOUS

By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

Each one of us has a dark and
violent side. For most of us, it takes
exceptional circumstances for this
to appear. Playing this weekend in
Waterville is "Extremities" by
William Mastrosimone, a searing
and bold play about a woman
pushed over the edge at the threat
of rape.
Jim Hayes '92 gives a "chilling"
performanceas RauLayoungrapist
who attacks Marjorie (Carol
Knowies), alone in her house.
However, the attacker is
overpowered and imprisoned, at
the complete mercy of his intended
victim. Does she take her revenge?
"Extremities" is playing this
Friday and Saturday at the New
Mercury Theatre (the Waterville
Opera House) . Tickets are now
available at the Framemakers on
MainSt.Watervillefor$9.00.Senior
citizens and Colby students can get
in for $6.00(with ID).Foradditional
information, call 872-8927 or 873-

DHARMA STUDY GROUP:
Shambhala Training Level One "Ordinary Magic: The Art of Being
Human" Through the practice of sitting meditation you are
connecting with your heart. By simply letting yourself be, as you
are, you develop genuine sympathy for yourself. Shambhala
Training,founded by the late Tibetian Buddhist meditation master,

Reviewers: Mary Beth Heiskell, — Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, is a gentle and fearless tradition
Craig Appelbaumand KarenDixon.To
offering a simple and straightforward approach to meditation
get to The Old Mill Pub,take95 north
practice. The program begins Fri.ll/ 15at 8:00pm. withafreeintro.
to Skowhegan exit, about 15
minutes.Take a right onto route 201
talk open to the public. The program continues Sat 11/16 and Sun.
and follow f or about 10 minutes into
dovmtown Skowhegan. Bear right,
11/17 at North Yarmouth Academy. It costs $100 with discounts
f ollowing201,overbridgeandcontinue
available for students, seniors and work/study. For further info.,
onto main street—the pub is on your
rightoverlookingtheKennebecRiver.O
call 775-6139.
Bill contiuedfrom page 10
responseto the show,as well as by
thereactionsofthestudentsdirectly
involved in the production. English
and performing arts majors alike
are required to approach many
Shakespearean texts in their four
years at Colby, and this is yet
another way for students to enjoy
and explore Shakespeare's work.
Colby'sP.A.Productionof "The
Two Gentlemen of Verona" runs
Thursday, October 31 through
Saturday, Nov. 2 (Parent 's
Weekend). All shows are at 8 PM.
For tickets come to the Runnals
Union box office Monday through
Friday,2p.m.-6p.m.. Tickets are$2
with a Colby ID,and $3for general
admission. Foryourparentsitmay
be a walk down memory lane, for
you, it will be a fun reminder of
your favorite movies, songs, and
clothing. Don't miss this 50's
musical comedyO

Ss \\ Tomenos Counseling

sy

Lawrence'WentzeC
and' fa mil
Individual
y Counseling
'Benton, Maine
453-4437

Locatedjust 10 minutesf r om the Colby campus, lemmas Counselingoffers a
p rof essional
environment that insures the p rivacyand di£nity of the.individual.

*Coup les Counseling -Understanding
expectations and roles.
'
''Establishing personal boundaries that
vJork\for you.
'Maintaining your individualitywhile
meeting your commitments.

(Dependency Issues

0n

In a word: Gfe l%r

In more than a word: "I Qoz, Hamburger,
cheddar cheese, bacon, onions, lettuce,
and tomato with Russian dressing.

Family Issues

Relationship Issues

'Substance Abuse - (Recognizingit and
overcomingit.
'Love - 'Breaking the cycle of painful affairs
and getting yourself healthy.
* (Depression • llnderstandingit and freeing
yourselffrom its hold.

* f indingthat levelcf' separation and
support that worksf o ryou.
* (Divorcing (Parents - f eelingcaught in the
middle.
* Intergenerationalproblems - Is anyone
listening?
* Abuse - Secrets in the f amuy.

(Personal Growth Issues
* Self-esteem • getting yours in focus.
* Carter Choices - Listeningto your mind
and heart in the decision makingprocess.
* Individuality,
Spiritualityand Creativity Understandingyour personal myth.

Testimonial: Anonymous Colby Professors say:

"The JumbO Burg ens almost too much

to eat! Downright M (D © ft
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(Member of:
(Rfsearth Society cf (Process Oriented
(Psychology• 9l§.w'England
The (Maine 9^§.twork\forAssociated
ProfessionalTractioivtrs
C.Q. J ung Institute • (Boston

§

^ikiio^^
At 55 East Concourse, Waterville - 873-5255

Far an app ointment:.- or inf ormation pamphlet tn hn mailari tn yp n. plna ^
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How"Vbu like Pizza At Home.
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Delrveiy areas limited lo ensure safe driving.

990 SLXPACK
^§T
.
'|
y of coca-cola classic or diet coke
Hp^T when you purchaseany size pizza
|
• customer pays sales tax & bottle
deposit
B • not valid with any other offer,
| special, or coupon
J
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BR

atpartie s stores orty to vabdwtoarryoto ^
B Vpays
^ sales tax. where applicable. Delrveiy areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized fo r late deliveries.
H ©1991 Dommo's Pizza.Inc.
Cashvalue <lrt

Open for lunch
11 am -1 am Sun. - Thura
11am- 2am Fri. & Sat.
MOND
©199f Domino 's Pizza, Inc.

AY/TUESDAY
^^^
MADNESS
rapr
8e^ a ^" Cneese pizza and two
Br
cokes for only $8.00
§
» - valid on Monday or Tuesdayonly
¦
• not valid with any other offer,
§
special, or coupon

|
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| Expires

|
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Down stairs fr om the Silver Street Ta vern

Thursday Night is Senior Nig ht
Featuring:
Coors Light 16oz draft - $1.50
Jagermeister shots - $2.00
A 5 foot sub at 10pm - Free to all comers.

1. Stanley H. Kaplan
2. Dial-A-Prayer
The new LSATcourse. For the new LSAT
STANLEY H . KAPLAN
J Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chance s
We offer prep courses for die VSAT, SA'I, ACT LSA1, GMA'f . ORE ,
MCAT and twclw oilier tests at over ISO locations worldwide.

Classes starting now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

Be sure to check the chalkboar d
for weekly Food and Drink Specials!!
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AUTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville

872-5518

Bohlnd Collogo Ave.

Car Wash

I

— Soccer Update —

I SCOREBOARD

Just Kickin' Around

Football

Women's X-Country

Williams 32,Colby U
10/26 at Bates 1:00

10/26 NESCACs at Tufts

TBA

Men's Soccer

Women's Held Hockey

Monday, and won 4-0. Scoring for Colby in the St. Joe's match

Bowdoin 4,Colby $
10/26 at Bates 11:00

Coby 1, Plymouth State

were Amy Clapp '94, Pam Crebase '93, Megan Htzpatrick '94,

0 (2 OT>.
10/26 vs,Gordon 2:30

Women's Soccer

The women's soccer team (5-5-1) took on U. of Maine,Orono last
Thursday and fell 3-1. The squad took on St. Joseph's this past

and Alyssa Bensetler '95. The lastregular season game is against
always-dangerous Plymouth State, which is ranked in the top 3

Women's Volleyball

UMO 3,Colby 1
Colby 4,St. Josephs 0 Lost in Finals 10-15,1510/26 at Plymouth St&te 17 to St Josephs
10/25-26 NESCACs ai
1:30
Wesleyan TBA
Men'sX-Conntry
Women' s Tennis
3rd Placeat State Meet
10/26NESCAC$atTuits Won CBB Tournament
9th Place at Division III
11:00
New England's

in Division III New England's.
¦

_

i

^t0 b* Yuh^° Yama^hi

Tara Estra '94, goes for the ball against UMO.

The Men's Soccer Team (9-4) played Bowdoin last Wednesday,
and was on the losing end of a 4-3 contest. Saturday,the White
Mules will travel to Lewiston to take on a young Bates squad (45-1). The team will find out a week after Saturday's contest if

Shipment of flannel
lined nylon sweats
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season tour n ament, which begins in 3 weeks.

4HAM

$47.95
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RUSSELL
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* they are one of the eight teams that qualified for this year's post-
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tJJCLOTHING a SPORTING GOODS
Main St., Fajrfield

453-9756

OPEN
Mon. -Thurn. & Sat. 0-5

Fri. 9-0
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A Public Service) ol Iho USOA Forest Sorvlco
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Ephmen overpower Mules
By T.J. Winick

SPORTS EDITOR
Colby's gridiron Mules (2-3)
traveled to Weston Field in
Williamstown, Mass. this past
Saturday to face the E p hmen (4-1)
of Williams College. The home
team gained a 25-0 second-quarter
advantage and never looked back,
beating Colby 32-14. The White
Mules are now 2-0 at home, and .03 away from Mayflower Hill.
"It's not that we can't win away
from Colby, it 's the schools we've
played on the road," said head
coachTom Austin. "Thethreeteams
[Trinity, Tufts, and Williams]
collectively have just three losses."
Colby was in a hole from the
get-go as Williams scored on its
first possession. A 17-yard pass
from Ep hmen quarterback Dan
Dwyer (12-23, 166 yards, 3
touchdowns) to Andre Burrell gave
Williams a 6-0 first-quarter
advantage. A key play in the drive
saw Dwyer hit Paul Reidy for a 14yard play on fourth and two from
the Colby 29.

Williams is a fine football
team," said Austin. "And they
played a solid football game."
The Ephmen broke the game
open with three straight secondquarter touchdowns. Dwyer
passed for a 13-yard touchdown
and ran another in, while Reidy
ru mbled i n to Colby's endzonefrom
one yard out.
Colby's offense was rendered
helpless by the Williams defense.
"[Williams] has as fine a defense
as there is in the NESCAC," said
assistant coach Ed Mestieri. "There
are really no weaknesses."
The Mules managed just 36
yards on the ground and 66 through
the air in the first half. Starting
quarterback Jim Dionizio '92, who
completed eight of 20 passes with
one touchdown (a 17-yard pass to
wide-out Tim Merrigan '93) and
had one interception, was replaced
by southpaw Bob Ward '93, (three
for five 64 yards, one touchdown)
in the second half.
"Jim just had a bad day," sa id
Austin. "We'llseehowheand Ward
perform this week in practice before

determining who will start against
Bates."
The Mules tried to tighten the
game early in the second half.
Tailback Len Baker '93, (11carries,
57 yards) ran for an apparent 65yard touchdown , but it was
nullified when officials claimed the
Mules had too many men on the
field. The officiating job throughou t
the d ay wa s ca lled bot h
"inconsistent" and "questionable"
by the Colby coaching staff.
The Dwyer-Reidy connection
clicked again for the Eph m en in the
fourth-quarter, for a nine-yard
touchdown, stretching Williams'
lead to 32-8. Merri gan's second
touchdown catch of the day, thi s
time from Ward, ended the scoring
for the day at 32-14.
"We just weren't ef ficient
enough," said Austin. "We'll j ust
find out what we need to work on,
and do it."
Colby plays at Bates College this
Saturday.
"They are a much improved
team, and we better be ready," said
Austin.Q

21st Annual

COLBY CRAFTS FAIR
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 2
10:00A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
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This week's Devastator is the Women's Ten nis Team's
Lisa Black '92. Black, who was 6-2 in singles competition
this year, won her third consecutive Maine State
Championship, an accomplishment that has not been
achieved in at least 20 years. Way to go, Lisa !!!!

OFFSIDES I
T.J. Winick and Jonathan Walsh

Twins and Braves?
Something different

So,you want to know what to do because after ail theseyears the
Minnesota Twins and the Atlanta Braves are finally facing each
other in the WorldSeries? Understandably,itis hard to overcome the
excitement and decide right off the bat which team to root for.
Say you're a Red Sox fan, as many New Engenders are,or even
a Yankees fan? Whatdoyott do? It was easy last year because either
youlikedOaklandoryou hated them.Same as 1989* Allright,so 1988
Wasmore d ifricultbecauseeveiyonehatesGaklandandLos Angeles,
bint at leasryot?couldroot for Orel rtershiser-But here we are in 19?t
with the Twins and the Braves.It isHarder to choose a favorite when
neither hits dose to home (no pirn intended).
If you're an American league fan you might go straight for
Minnesota- Then Again, the Twins are really an Nt team at heart,
what With theirdomeand turf. Yop could root for the Braves,unless
you're;a Native American* As you can see, it's hard to reach a
consensus, so here arc some ideas as to why oneshould root for the
Minnesota Twins or the-Atlanta Braves:
FOR MINNESOTA:
-transplanted Bostonians Mike Fagliarulo and Paul Sorrer to
-the Tomahawk Chop is- too offensive
"JanePoiida is a f air-weatherBravesfan
*Ted Turner's voice*
*The unpronounceable hut wonderful double-play combo of
Gagne-to-Knoblauch-to-rlrbek
-HrbekandKirby Puckett could win the WWFTag Team Title
,.
FQRATtANTA;
-Transplanted Bostonian Tom Gfcivine
-Ex-Mets Kevin Tapani and Riclc Agutfera are on the Twins
-Atlanta has a higher murder rate than even Mew York :
*0tte NfaOrt and Ption Sand*r$ arc$till Braverin spiri t
Now that we have j>»vcn some ideas about who to root for, tcVn
take a look at some of the playoff action to date,
*One can't say enough about young hurlersSteve Avery (21},
OlIavine^andJohrt SmoJtzW^Uol^^iMtlanta^ rOt^iipni*^
for tho next ten years,
j"
-It took long enough for Atlanta's* Ronny Cant to be recognized
as one of the game's best*
»Kirby hickttt i$ mt njf the most underrated playerct in tht
league Maybe Ittckoy Henderson and Barry Bond* could learn
something about attitud e from this guy,
»Th<>Twinsmustusfoometrick to make thebaj l carry with the air
conditioning in that fak* fttadta of ib«fa& How can they win $o
much?
T0avc Justice is one of the heat young talents in the game - but
withhisbeautifMlylloopingswin^wh^Uhel(<ntisiies,he really misses^
>»Th*WayrOoki^0Hbey<f^lock Chu<k n(>hla%Khi$ p<!rfomMng
in the post-season,you Wouldn't think this was his Jfim year,
-It's nice to see Chili "Dog" Daviaprove all the experts wrong,
-The Pirates could have accomplished what they did this year
Without ttouilla or without »ond$> They've each had two chance* to
«how Jj lidi' stuff in poflt-waaon play - are they realty worlh that
much?
-Torn Kelly m ight j y.it be the most^levcr ma nager In the maj ors.
No mat ter* who wi«s,its great to set two teamscomeso far in on*
season and meet for tho cham pi onsh ip in "The Fall Classic".
:
!
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Men s X-Country:Eighth in Maine State Meet
By Greg Greco

STAFF WRITER
The Men's cross country team earned a
third place finish in the Maine State Meet this
past weekend despite the absence of its two
toprunners,BenTrevor'93,andBrianCarlson
'94. Bates won the meet with 28 points,
Bowdoin was second with 39 points, and
Colby was third with 81. Rounding out the
rest of the field were UMaine/Presque Isle
(115), St. Joseph's (152), University of
Southern Maine (173),Maine Maritime (179)
and Unity (215).
Although Trevor and Carlson did not
run, Colby did have All-State runner Abe
Rogers '95. In his first race at Colby,Rogers
led the team with a 7th place finish out of 85
runners in 27:48. Second for Colby was Ben
Strong '94,who placed 14th (28:42), and third
was Jeff Harrison '95, placing 16th (28:49).
Rounding out the top seven for Colby
were Greg Rideout '92 (29:02) in 18th,Jason
Bolonga '94, (30:04) in 32nd, Darren Sofield
'95, (3022) in 35th and Kareem Poyta '95,
(3024) in 36th.
"We did well considering two of our top
runners weren'tthere,''JormaKurry'93,said.

"Bates was awesome. They havea lot of good
runners. We can beat Bowdoin next week at
NESCAC's."
"I'm optimistic about NESCAC's," said
coach Jim Wescott. "We can repeat our
championshipof last year.Therearefiveteams
[Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, Tufts and
Middlebury] that are going to be right there.
With Carlson and Trevor back, and Rideout
on a course better suited to him,we should be
strong."
"We had four strong performances, from
Rogers,Strong, Harrison,and Poyta.It's good
to see Poyta making a good adjustment to
college," said Wescott.
Wescott is also pleased with the team's
youth. "Of out top ten runners, there is one
senior, two juniors, three sophomores and The state meetfeatured 8 Maine schools.
four freshmen,"he said."Rogers and Harrison
are among our top five runners. We have a lot
of depth, and we've had nice freshmen
support this year."
Although women's cross-country had
this week off, the team ran two weeks ago.
By Hal Paul
Michelle Severance '94, won the state meet
STAFF
WRITER
for her second yearin a row as Maine State
champion. Both teams will compete in
Though unable to repeat its undefeated
NESCACsthis weekend at Tufts University
in Medford, MA. The men's team won the season of a year ago, the Colby women's
tennis team captured the CBB Tournament
meet last year.Q
for the third time in the past four years.Last
weekend at Amherst The Mules placed ninth
out of the top ten Division III teams in New
England.
The Lady Mules (4-4) were bolstered at
the New Englands by strong and successful
doubles play.At the CBB Tournament,Colby
won both the A and C singles titles and the A
and B doubles titles. •
Due to changes in the CBB scoring system
implemented this year, Colby was forced to
relinquish last year's CBB title to Bowdoin.
Coach Aboud called the CBB policy which
denied her team another CBB title "a bit of a
shock."
"We performed better than expected at
New Englands, finishing higher than teams
that defeated us during the regular season,"
said coach Paula Aboud. "At CBB and New
Englands I asked the team to give it their all
and they did."
Tri-CaptainsReenaChandra'93,and Kim
Carlson '93, were the only singles players to
advance past the first round of the New
England Tournament,with Chandra making
her way to the quarterfinals. Lisa Black '92,
Colby's #1 singles player, lost to the
photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchx tournament's
winner, Bo Hewitt of Trinity,
Kat Creeden '93, slams one homefor Colby

Black leads way for Tennis

Things looking up for Volleyball
Liz Artwick

STAFF WRITER
Last weekend the women's volleyball
team travelled to the University of Maine at
Machias (UMM), for what coach Sheila Cain
called. "A good tournament for the team."
In the pool play Colby faced UMM, Unity
College and St. Joseph's College. In the first
match Colby beat UMM, 15-5 and 15-11. The
Mules followed this with an easy win over
Unity, 15-6, 15-3. In the last of the three pool
matches Colby beat St. Joe's, 15-11,8-15, 1511. Coach Cain was pleased with the results
of the games, especially against St.Joe's and
Machias, both of whom had beaten Colby
earlier in the season.
In the semi finals Colby faced Unity again,
winning the match easily by the score of 151,15-1. In the finals of the tournament Colby
suffered its only loss against St. Joe's, 10-15,
15-17.
Coach Cain felt several positive things
were gained from the tournament. First, she
felt that "each match was a total team effort."
A further positive outcome was the team's
87% success rate in serving for the weekend.
Cain also feels the team 's defense is
improving, allowing them to develop more
of an offense. Cain believes that as the team
continues to play together over the next couple
of weeks it should develop some of the
consistency it is looking for.
The future holds tough competition for
the women's volleyball team. Tomorrow
and Saturday the team travels to Wesleyan
University in Middleton, Connecticut for the
NESCAC tournament. Competing in this
tournament will be the best teams that the
White Mules will face this season. Since Cain
feels her team plays best when challenged,
she is looking forward to the tournament.
The following weekend is another big
tournament for Colby. Thomas College is the
site of a tournament hosted by the Maine
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Volleyball tournament. Colby will
compete with ton other teams in the
tournament.Q

P "°t0 ty YuhZ° Yamagucm

Field hockey hoping for playoffs
By Tyler Duvall

STAFF WRITER
Still seeking consistency eight games into
the season, the Colby women's field hockey
team defeated Plymouth College 1-0 in a
double-overtime th riller last Saturday.
The victory improved Colby's record to 34-1 with just three games left to play. The
playoffs arc still a possibility for the Lady
Mules,who hostGordon Collcgeon Saturday.
Michelle Rowell '92, the team's leading
scorer, scored with just five minutes to play
in the second overtime fortheonlygoalof the
afternoon. Rowcll's shot, which spun wildly
as it crossed the goal line, was one of many
chances for both sides. "It was kind of ironic
that the winning goal was scored like that
after so many great shots that didn't go in,"
said Coach Deb Pluck.

in a tough first round match.
Colby's #1 doubles tandem of Black and
Kate LaVigne'95,advanced to thesemi-finals,
defeating in the quarterfinals an MIT tandem
(4-6,6-2,6-0) that had sacked them earlier in
the year.
"We knew how they played, we've
improved alot over the season.We wantedto
win," said Black.It was the first time a Colby
doubles team advanced to the semi-final
round at New Englands.
At CBB,the A title match wasall Colby,as.
Black defeated Chandra 7-5,6-2. Black won
her third consecutive Maine . State
Championship,something that has not been
done in the twenty years since CBB officials
began keeping records of the tournament.
Black,who had a 6-2 singles record this year,
called Chandra "a tough competitor"and "a
determined player." Colby's Tina Buffum
'93,said her C title was "a tough,but fun win"
as she got revenge on a Etowdoin opponent
who had defeated her earlier in the season.
'Though [Black's] season may perhaps
have been a disappointment by her standards,
she has been very successful at Colby/' said
coach Aboud of the end of Black's Colby
tennis career. "She always played hard and
on the court she worked her butt off. You
can't be a CBB champ three years in a row
without beinga true champion:Shedeserved
everything she got."
Returning next year to the team will be
five of the team's top six singles players and
Maria Kim '93, who is presently studying
abroad. Q

The Mulesoutshot their opponents 19-17,
but neither team controlled the tempo for an
extended period of time. "At halftime, we
realized that we weren't playing to our
potential, and we came out real strong in the
second half," said Pluck. "They played a
physical game."
On October 17, Colby tied a tough Bates
squad,l-l.The game wasdeadlockedatzero
until Bates scored early in the second half.
The White Mules struck back late in the half
when Rowell assisted Adria Lowell '92.
Despite good momentum for the most of the
overtime, Colby was unable to pull off a win.
Goalie Deb Stinchfield '92, turned in an
excellent performancewith 15saves.Captain
LizFrado '92,also played wel1,helpingCclby
outshoot Bates 32-17.
"I was impressed with way we came back
from being a goal down," Coach Pluck said.
pltoto by Yuhgo Yagamuchi
"Liz[Frado] has been playing incredibly well
The
Lady
Mules
could
only
tie vs, rival Bales.
for us this season."?

